FEATURES

MURDER MYSTERY 2
PETE'S DRAGON
SNAKE EYES
6 UNDERGROUND  Trailer
LA CONFIDENTIAL  (Pilot)
UNDERWATER  Trailer
A CURE FOR WELLNESS  Trailer
PETER PAN & WENDY
DIR: Jeremy Garelick

DIR: David Lowery

DIR: Michael Bay

DIR: Michael Dinner

DIR: William Eubank

DIR: Gore Verbinski

DIR: David Lowery

DIR: Nic Mathieu

DIR: Gore Verbinski

DIR: Adam Shankman

PATTY HEARST
DIR: Paul Schrader

TAPEHEADS
DIR: Bill Fishman

CHINA GIRL
DIR: Abbe Ferrara

COMMERCIALS/MUSIC VIDEOS  (partial list)


*Montreal Film Festival Award – Best Cinematography
**Independent Spirit Award Nominee – Best Cinematography
***Clio Award Recognition – Best Cinematography

DIRECTORS  (partial list)